We present a family of variants of the Simplex method, which are based on a ConstraintBy-Constraint procedure: the solution to a linear program is obtained by solving a sequence of subproblems with an increasing number of constraints. We discuss several probabilistic models for generating linear programs. In all of them the underlying distribution is assumed to be invariant under changing the signs of rows or columns in the problem data. A weak regularity condition is also assumed. Under these models, for linear programs with d variables and m + d inequality constraints, the expected number of pivots required by these algorithms is bounded by a function of min(m, d) only. In particular this means that, for a fixed numb-r of variables, the expected number of pivots is bounded by a constant when the number of constraints tends to infinity. Since Smale's original model [S1] satisfies our probabilistic assumptions, the same results apply to his model, although not to the particular algorithm he analyzes. We also present some results for models generating only feasible linear programs, and for Bland's pivoting rule. We conclude with a discussion of our probabilistic models, and show why they are inadequate for obtaining meaningful results unless d and m are of the same order of magnitude.
infeasibility at an early iteration with high probability. Therefore the good behavior of these algorithms when m >> d results primarily from the probabilistic models and not from the nature of the Simplex method. Hence these models are inadequate for obtaining meaningful results unless d and m are of the same order of magnitude. [GaS] . Under some nondegeneracy assumptions that will be described later, this algorithm has the following properties:
Preliminaries. For a matrix A E Rmxd, we denote by
(1) It starts at a given vertex of the feasible set F := {xlMx > v which is optimal with respect to cTx in F.
(2) When A is increased, the optimal solution may change, generating a connected one-dimensional path, following vertices and edges of F. This path is called the efficient path generated by the algorithm.
(3) The path may terminate in a vertex of F, in which case that vertex is optimal for all A greater than some X. It may also terminate in an unbounded ray of F, in which 572 FAMILY OF SIMPLEX VARIANTS SOLVING m X d LINEAR PROGRAM case the solution is unbounded (i.e. the objective function is unbounded from below over the feasible set) for X greater than some X.
(4) The same phenomena happen when X is decreased from zero. The connected union of the paths for X > 0 and X < 0 is called the co-optimal path.
Every inequality of the form M,x > vi can be considered as a halfspace in Rd determined by the hyperplane Mix = vi and a sign (or orientation) choice with respect to that hyperplane. The opposite sign choice would yield the inequality Mix < vi. Given k hyperplanes in Rd, k > d, every one of the 2k sign choices determines a constraint set or an instance. A nonempty instance is called a cell. Under a nondegeneracy assumption (to be described later) every cell is d-dimensional. In that case we say that the hyperplanes form a d-arrangement.
When the parametric algorithm is used on each of the cells of a d-arrangement with the same objective and co-objective, a co-optimal path is generated in each cell. Assuming nondegeneracy, these paths have the following properties [A] , [H] :
(1) Each vertex is optimal with respect to cTx in exactly one cell. The algorithm starts at x and the end vertex (or ray) of the efficient path provides the required solution.
4. Proof of validity. In order to prove that the algorithm is valid we have to verify it recognizes infeasibility, unboundedness and optimality correctly. This will be established if we justify the claims in cases (1) and (2) in the description of the algorithm.
We only need to consider the case where the starting point x of stage I satisfies aTx < b,. In that case the algorithm produces in step 1 a connected path following edges and vertices of X('-1), stopping at the first point x on that efficient path satisfying a,x > b,. By the continuity of a x along the path, at that point x, a x = bl.
Denote the corresponding value of the parameter by 0. By efficiency of x with respect to e -Oa, we know that (e -a,)Tx < (e -a,)x for all x E X('-1); hence eTk < eTx + 0(aT -aTx) for all x E X(-1).
Every point x e X(') satisfies also aTx > b, = aTx. Hence eTr < eTx for all x e X).
This justifies the statement in Case 1. To justify Case 2, note first that we cannot terminate in a ray in stage I without obtaining feasibility with respect to the Ith constraint. This is true since if for 0 -* oo also eTx -Oafx --oo on some ray in X(-'1), the fact that eTx > 0 on X1-1) implies that ax -oo on that ray in X('-1, hence the Ith constraint aTx > bz must be satisfied at that point on that ray, so X(t) <(. So we know that in Case 2 we must terminate in an optimal vertex x, satisfying eTx -OaTS < eTx -aTx Vx E X('-'),VO > 0, and a,x < b,. Assume X(t) = (. Then there exists jx E X(t), satisfying axT > b, > aTx. Hence, for sufficiently large 0, eTr -0a[x < eTr -Oafx and x e Xt-'1), a contradiction. Several comments can be made on the algorithm:
(1) The choice of e E Rd as the starting objective is quite arbitrary. In fact, any vector u E Rd for which min{ uxlx E X(?)) is finite will do. So we can replace e by any nonnegative vector.
(2) The algorithm is valid for every LPP, even if the data are degenerate. In that case we need only to introduce some anticycling device into the parametric algorithm we use in every stage (e.g. [D] , [Bln] ).
(3) The algorithm solves every LPP in any form, since by a proper transformation every LPP can be presented in an equivalent form (P). Relation to Blands algorithm. Let us now investigate the relation of the GCBC algorithm to Bland's rule. Bland's algorithm [Bln] maintains primal feasibility and in every iteration the next variable chosen to enter the basis is the one with the least index which has a negative reduced cost coefficient. Bland's rule for breaking ties in the ratio test to determine the variable that leaves the basis is an important feature of lhis method but does not concern us here, since our model implies nondegeneracy with probability one. In other words, if c is the current reduced cost vector, then min{ ijc < O} is the index of the entering variable. So variable t + 1 enters the basis only if the subproblem has an optimal solution.
It is well known that such a problem, which does not include sign constraints, can be presented in equivalent form (P) with sign constraints. We shall show that the Row Sign Invariance assumption on (P) is equivalent to ESI on (P). This will enable us to
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The corresponding dual subproblem is maxbTy, Ay < k, k = 1,...,t, y > .
D(t)
So in terms of the dual problem Bland's algorithm maintains dual feasibility and proceeds in a constraint-by-constraint manner, reaching subproblem D(t+l) only if D(t) is optimal.
In the above discussion we did not specify how Bland's algorithm is initialized. In fact, Bland does not specify that himself, since he describes a pivoting rule which may be implemented in any algorithm maintaining primal feasibility. One possible way to obtain initial feasibility is by introducing an artificial variable: (1) It performs a sequence of pivots corresponding to a special case of the GCBC algorithm (with an extra bounding constraint) in the dual problem.
(2) If the data are dual-WR and ECSI, then it requires on the average no more than 0(25m) pivots, independent of d.
Note that a better bound may be obtained for the Big M-Bland algorithm by taking into account the fact that only dual feasible bases can be pivoted on.
13. Summary and discussion. We have presented a family of Simplex variants which proceed in a constraint-by-constraint manner, and have described three successively more general algorithms within this family. The main features of these algorithms are summarized in Table 1 .
The probabilistic models we used required certain weak regularity condition and sign invariance properties. The sign invariance requirements for the models are summarized in Table 2 . Table 3 .
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Leaving aside the feasible models for a moment, we see that all three algorithms require a number of pivots bounded by functions of d only. These functions vary with the algorithm and the model, but they are all exponential in d.
These results seem "strong" when m > d, and specifically when d is fixed and m tends to infinity, since in that case p(m, d) is bounded by a constant. However, we believe that all these models have a basic problematic characteristic, which underscores these results: When m > d (d > m) all but a vanishing fraction of the problems generated by the models will be infeasible (unbounded) [AB2]. So in those situations we are essentially counting the number of pivots performed until infeasibility or unboundedness of the problem is demonstrated. It seems that detecting infeasibility or unboundedness is an easier problem than solving a comparable linear program which has an optimal solution. The reasoning is that while there are many bases which demonstrate infeasibility (or unboundedness) in an infeasible (unbounded) problem, there may be a unique optimal basis in an optimal problem, and it may take longer to find it. Hence the relevance of these results to the observed good performance of the Another interpretation of the results, closely related to the above discussion, is the following: The seemingly good behavior of the algorithms is mainly due to the probabilistic models we used, and not due to the Simplex method. The CBC and the GCBC algorithms are very general procedures, and can be viewed as enumeration algorithms. The GCBC is more of a "reductio ad absurdum " than a practical algorithm, since it satisfies only the Constraint-by-Constraint idea. Namely, it may scan all bases of p(k), but it will do that only if p(k-l) is feasible. After about d2 constraints the probability of an instance being feasible is minute, and it decreases with k more rapidly than the number of bases grows with k [AB2]. So the contribution to the expected number of pivots by additional constraints is negligible, and even an enumeration algorithm yields an expected number of pivots bounded by a function of d only. Again this does not exclude the possibility of improved analysis for the PCBC algorithm, reflecting on the nature of the Simplex method rather than on the model. [Blr] that in that case most of the "good behavior" of the algorithm is due to the small chance of a column to be in any basis generated by the algorithm. So again this is still a reflection more on the model than on the Simplex variant used. Note, however, that there is no direct relationship between our results and those of Smale and Blair, since their algorithm is not a member of the family we consider.
Let us now turn to the feasible models: The results we obtained for the feasible models depend only on m, the number of matrix constraints. When m is fixed and the number of variables increases in these models, almost all instances will become unbounded. This raises the same difficulty with interpreting our results as before. Borgwardt [Bo2], however, gets a result of order d4 * m for another feasible model. By fixing d and increasing m the probability of the problem being both feasible and bounded in his model tends to one. Hence Borgwardt does get a polynomial bound for this case which we consider more difficult.
The fact that Bland's rule can be viewed as a dual Constraint-by-Constraint procedure is also interesting. We suspect that some other Simplex variants may also have this property "in disguise", and recognizing this property may facilitate their probabilistic analysis. Borgwardt's full (Phases I-II) algorithm is also a variable-byvariable algorithm, presentable as a CBC-like algorithm after dualizing. However, his algorithm was presented only in the context of linear programs without nonnegativity constraints for which the zero vector is feasible, and it cannot be used to solve general linear programs which do not assume these properties.
A final note. There have been several interesting developments related to this work: 1. Megiddo [Mel] 
